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870 classic trap review

Skip to content WE CANNOT SHIP TO THE USA! NO EXCEPTIONS Description Additional information Introduced in 2000 as a special anniversary edition of the world�s best selling pump shotgun, the Model 870 Wingmaster Classic Trap has returned as a regular member of the Model 870 family. This target gun features special fine
line engraving with gold Remington Arms SKU: 24857 (No reviews yet) Write a Review UPC: 047700248578 Caliber: 12 Ga Model: 870 Description A STANDOUT IN HISTORY AND IN COMPETITION.Introduced in 2000 as a special anniversary edition of the world's best selling pump shotgun, the Model 870 Wingmaster Classic Trap
has returned as a regular member of the Model 870 family. This target gun features special fine line engraving with gold inlay on the polished blue receiver and a gold plated trigger. The semi-fancy American walnut, Monte Carlo stock and fore-end display deep cut checkering and a high-gloss finish. The Model 870 Wingmaster Classic
Trap features a 30-inch light contour vent rib target barrel with twin bead sights (ivory front bead and steel mid-bead) and includes three specialized trap Rem™ Choke tubes (Singles, Mid Handicap, and Long Handicap).America's most trusted pump shotgunTwin-action bars for remarkable action and durabilityThe smoothest pump-action
shotgun on the market Superior balance, handling and looksPoints, swings and functions better than anything else in its class A wide array of barrel and choke options make versatility a Wingmaster® hallmark Remington Arms Remington Arms Franchi Benelli Usa Benelli Usa Savage Arms Remington Arms Remington Arms Remington
24857 870 Wingmaster Classic Trap Pump 12ga 30" 2.75" Walnut Stk BluedThe Wingmaster Classic Trap features a light contour vent rib target barrel with twin bead sights (ivory front bead and steel mid-bead) and includes three specialized trap Rem choke tubes (singles, mid handicap, and long handicap). This target gun features
special fine line engraving with gold inlay on the polished blue receiver and a gold plated trigger. The semi fancy American walnut, Monte Carlo stock and fore-end display deep cut checkering and a high gloss finish. America’s most trusted pump shotgun. Twin-action bars for remarkable action and durability. The smoothest pump-action
shotgun on the market . Superior balance, handling and looks. Points, swings and functions better than anything else in its class . A wide array of barrel and choke options make versatility a Wingmaster® hallmark Features:   Gauge: 12 GA Capacity: 4 Barrel Length: 30" Finish: Polished Blued, Wood Furniture Action: Pump   Sights: Front
Bead three specialized trap Rem Choke tubes (Singles, Mid Handicap, and Long Handicap) Ltight Contour Vent Rib Rem Choke SKU 24857 UPC 047700248578 Manufacturer Remington Type Pump Action Type No Barrel Length No Capacity No Finish No Overall Length No Safety No Sight No Grips/Stock No Number of Mags No Price
$829.99 MSRP No Available for In-Store Pickup Yes Bin Number No Only registered users can write reviews. Please, log in or register Federal firearms laws prevent the sale of a weapon from Red Dot Arms, LLC. directly to an individual in another state (we are located in Illinois). We must ship your firearm directly to an FFL Dealer near
you. The steps to follow are: Order your firearm online using our secure shopping cart. If you know the FFL dealer you are going to use at time of order placement (not a requirement) enter his name and address into the 'Ship To' field. Find an FFL dealer near you that will accept the transfer of the firearm for you. Most sporting goods
stores and pawn shops will provide this service for a small fee. Also, gun clubs, shooting ranges, etc. may provide this service to you. If you don't know which FFL dealer to use in your area, put a comment in your order and we will help you locate one near you. We have access to a large list of dealers in the USA that will gladly handle a
transfer for you. Most dealers charge around $25 for a transfer. You must confirm the transfer with your local FFL dealer in advance. Next, have the dealer send us a copy of his signed license if we don't already have it on file. To check whether a license is on file, contact us. Please Note: It is now legal for us to accept a faxed or e-mailed
copy of your dealers license!  Make sure the dealer knows the firearm is coming from Red Dot Arms. If you used a dealer that we already have on file, call him to let him know that a gun for you is on the way. We will send you an email when the firearm ships, which will include a tracking number. Backorder Policy If an item is available for
Backorder, you can still ADD it  to your Cart, and place the order. Typically, items on Backorder require between 6-10 Weeks before fullfillment. If you have multiple products in your Cart during checkout, items that are IN STOCK, will ship first and your Backordered products will ship seperately.  Red Dot Arms will notify you via email
when your Backordered item is fullfilled. At anytime, you can also login to your Account for shipping status.  Why Backorder?  Due to the nature of the current market landscape, certain items are in high demand. By placing a Backorder, it ensures that you will be at the top of the list when HOT items become available on the Red Dot
Store.  Will My Credit Card Be Charged for a Backorder? No. Your credit card and the purchase amount will only be charged at the time of order fullfillment. · Discussion Starter · #1 · Mar 26, 2016 What's everyone think of these guns? My father shoots trap with the 1100 version & I am seriously looking into the 870 model. I regularly
shoot my 1100 competition synthetic though would like to have something else in case I feel like switching. Has anyone owned or shot the "classic trap" model only.. How is functionality & performance? Thanks all, Ithaca · It will kick harder than the 1100, but there is a reason they have sold 10 million 870s. · Google Remington 870 trap
model opinions and read away. joe · Discussion Starter · #4 · Mar 26, 2016 A couple years ago my father went to buy a normal 870 wingmaster at cabelas & he ended up looking at their six in inventory & going home disappointed. Apparently there were splits on the inside of the forend? My fear is that the 870 CT will have these same
splits... Anyone know anything about this? Thanks, Ithaca · There is certainly nothing wrong with the 870 Classic Trap. They are good solid guns. That being said if I was looking for a Trap model 870 ,I would try and find a good used TC or even a TB. They are Work Horses and smash targets ,plus their price will be a good bit less. · A
couple years ago my father went to buy a normal 870 wingmaster at cabelas & he ended up looking at their six in inventory & going home disappointed. Apparently there were splits on the inside of the forend? My fear is that the 870 CT will have these same splits... Anyone know anything about this? Thanks, Ithaca If the "split"is running
length wise, down the center of the fore end, under the barrel, that is the way they are made, there is nothing wrong with them. All of mine have this from the 1976 manufacture 870TB that I bought new in 1976, up to the last Wingmaster that I bought. The 870TB was like that when I took it out of the box, in 39 years and 100,000+ rounds,
it has not changed. If I didn't already have 4 Remington trap guns and wasn't also supporting a motorcycle habit, I'd have bought an 870 Classic Trap by now. · Ii really like 870's and 1100's. Own some. But mine are pre 90' specimens. I've bought 4, two 870's and two 1100's in recent times. Not one stayed in my possession longer than a
few months. What I had learned to expect was not present. I would buy a good used TB or TC of the 70's or 80's if I wanted one to shoot. · See if you can find a good used 870 Competition Trap. These are single shot pumps and and have a gas valve to help with recoil. They do work well and have excellent step rib barrels. They usually
sell for $700-$800. · I have a 70's vintage 870 TC and one from the 90's wither the over bored barrel and choke tubes. Both smash targets · What Pheasantmaster said..... Get a older one. · Mechanically, and leaving out the woodwork, is an old school 870 built differently from the modern version ? You will get a lot of "they don't make 'em
like they used to" from older guys about Remingtons, but at age 63 (older guy?), here's my experience; I have bought new Remington 870's and 1100's in every decade starting with and including the 1970's, to the present. My 2012 manufacture 1100 Competition Synthetic is one of the nicest machined, finished and functioning 1100's I
have seen in over 40 years of clay target shooting. As for the good old days, which I guess the 70's are now, my Sept. 1976 manufacture 870TB, which I bought new in Dec 1976 had a slight rib misalignment at the breech end. The gun had a number of other small issues, which did get corrected; including an incompletely finished
extractor and some wood finish blemishes, so things were not all perfect in the DuPont days at Ilion, either. I was too young and dumb then to go after a new barrel, the gun shot 60/40 POI, dead on and ground targets; 100,000+ rounds, it still does. My 1100 CS was still the better gun, right out of the box for fit, finish and function, as is my
1100 Classic Trap. I was actually least impressed with some of the late 1980's 870's and 1100's than previous, or current production. · Mechanically, and leaving out the woodwork, is an old school 870 built differently from the modern version ? Mainly the Stainless steel lifter in the receiver (older models) and the "light contour" barrels on
the newer ones (never was a fan of the newer barrels).
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